Mark II’s team spirit has been seen
At many times of late
(And surely by this phrase we mean
The Toc H spirit great)

On field of play, on running track
Team spirit has been shown
Nut in our jobs let us not lack
This spirit of our own

So, if we lead in Toc H sport
(Our number being great)
Let us not drop behind in aught
Or start our share too late

Sport’s a good thing, and augers well
For Toc H everywhere;
But let not our sport the unreadable
To trap and to ensnare

Service and fellowship are here
Worthily let them stay:
Choose well your jobs and never fear
TO CHange chaps day by day!

Each one of us at every hour
Spreads Toc H far and wide-
Either by word – bitter and sour –
Or else in humble pride

Pride in our Elder Brethren,
Pride in our jobs well done,
Pride in our life of Service – then
LIFE – when our race is run
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